Three major developments provide improvements in the spatial resolution, long wavelength response and noise reduction in airborne gravity gradiometer data. The world's first commercial strap down gravimeter, sGrav, has achieved the same levels of data quality at long wavelengths as stabilized platform systems. With a repeatability of 0.71 mGal RMS at 300 s filtering, it is ideally suited to augment the long wavelength airborne gravity gradiometer data. The sGrav data is incorporated into the airborne gravity gradiometer processing stream by a modified conforming technique that first converts the gravity data to gravity gradients and then merges the result with the gradients from the gravity gradiometer. This improved process has advantages for conforming gravity gradiometer data to any regional gravity data. Processing gravity gradient data routinely involves low-pass filtering which limits the spatial resolution. A new processing method increases this resolution by splitting the acquisition noise from the geologic noise and then removing the acquisition noise. This method has reduced noise amplitude densities, in some cases by 50%.
INTRODUCTION
After nearly 20 years, the Falcon Airborne Gravity Gradiometer (AGG) systems continue to provide the lowest noise data in the industry (Dransfield & Christensen 2013) . The Falcon AGG system is designed to acquire the lowest noise data by measuring only the differential curvature components of the gravity tensor. Over the last decade, noise levels have been reduced significantly (Dransfield & Christensen 2013) .
The performance of all current airborne gravity gradiometer systems in geophysical surveys is limited by measurement noise. Lowpass filtering is always used to reduce noise and this limits spatial resolution (Murphy 2004) . A second consequence is that the residual noise is integrated up in the calculation of the gravitational acceleration leading to an error that increases in proportion to the square root of the wavelength (Boggs and Dransfield, 2004) . Overall, therefore, measurement noise limits performance at both short and long wavelengths. The limits depend also on aircraft speed but, for typical Falcon surveys, the short wavelength limit is usually 300 m for fixed-wing and 100 m for rotary wing aircraft; the long wavelength capability falls off slowly without a sharp cut-off but above about 20 km the errors exceed those of airborne gravimetry.
Recent developments have been directed at improving sensitivity at both ends of the detection spectrum.
LONG WAVELENGTH GRAVITY
In the past, ground gravity data or a satellite derived gravity product was used to incorporate very long wavelengths. This process is called conforming. The drawbacks from conforming as described by Dransfield (2009) are that no gravity gradient channels are conformed and that the quality of the regional gravity data may be unknown or it may be so poor it would cause a detriment to the product. To overcome the latter drawbacks, we have developed a new strap-down gravity system called sGrav to acquire long wavelength gravity data and we overcome the former drawback with by including the regional data at an earlier stage.
sGrav is the first commercial strapdown gravimeter designed for airborne gravity operations. It consists of three orthogonal accelerometers and three orthogonal gyros. Without the stabilized platform required by other airborne gravimeter systems, the sGRAV is smaller and more operationally efficient. Recent testing of the system included flying a survey over a ground gravity survey area and flying a repeat test line. The test survey (24 lines and 6 tie lines) was flown west of the MacDonald International Airport in Ottawa, Canada with a line spacing of 1000m. To compare the ground and airborne datasets, the ground data was upward continued to the flying height of the airborne survey of 100m. An 18km low-pass filter was applied to both grids and the difference calculated ( Figure 1 ). The RMS difference to ground truth was 1.5 mGal. Over four flights, 13 repeat lines were flown. The lines were averaged together to get a mean line response. Each repeat line was differenced with the mean line to get a residual. The repeatability of the system is taken to be the standard deviation of those residuals and was 0.71 mGal, as shown in Figure 2 . The sGrav data will be used to augment the long wavelength gravity gradient data via an improved conforming process. G UV channels to get conformed gravity gradient data. The conformed gravity gradient data are used to generate gravity as well as the remaining gravity gradient tensor components.
HIGHER RESOLUTION GRAVITY GRADIOMETRY
Based on an improved understanding of acquisition noise sources, a new processing technique can improve the noise amplitude density by 25-50% for surveys with line spacing of less than 1 km.
The standard processing method for AGG data includes a 0.18Hz (typically 330m) low-pass filter on the measured curvature component data and then a spatial filter at the line spacing for the transformed data. For fixed-wing surveys, the cut-off frequency of the first filter is usually 0.18 Hz (300 m wavelength at typical survey speeds) and for rotary-wing surveys it is 0.3 Hz (100 m). Using
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August 21-24, 2016, Adelaide, Australia this method, Falcon surveys typically achieve noise amplitude densities of 1.5 E √km (Dransfield & Christensen 2013 ) for pretransformed data. The noise can be regarded as a combination of sensor and acquisition noise. For many years, sensor noise has dominated and the many reductions in noise have been in sensor noise.
The new method, which we call acquisition noise reduction (ANR), addresses the acquisition noise. It uses a cut-off frequency of 0.9Hz (60m) for the low-pass filter which provides sufficient information to allow the character of the acquisition noise to be distinguished from the geological signal. In most cases, there should be no geologic response less than the line spacing, so by using a tailored filter and removing signal with a wavelength less than the line spacing, acquisition noise is reduced. In addition, when this is applied to a survey flown with line spacing less than the standard filter length, the resolution is improved. Acquisition noise reduction was applied to data flown over the Kauring test area (Christensen, 2013 ) with a line spacing of 100 m (Figure 3) . The noise amplitude density using the standard processing is 1.15 E√km and 0.56 E√km with the acquisition noise reduction. This is a 50% reduction in noise with a frequency cut-off of twice the line spacing. Figure 3 shows that the bulk of the signal removed is parallel to the flight lines with little correlation to the geology indicating that it is preferentially removing acquisition noise and not geological signal. Anomalies in the acquisition noise reduced data are clearer than on the standard processing workflow (compare left hand image to middle image on Figure 3 ).
The spatial spectrum is shown in Figure 4 . It is clear that the spatial resolution of the data is greatly increased with the new processing method.
When applying this process to surveys with line spacing greater than the standard processing filter cut-offs, the noise amplitude density decreases, but the spatial resolution is decreased because the filtering is limited to twice the line spacing. In Figure 5 , the results are shown for a 500 m line spaced survey. In this case, the noise amplitude density was 1.27 E√km with the standard processing. Using the new method the noise amplitude density is reduced to 0.85 E√km (~30% reduction).
While the resolution may be reduced the overall clarity of the gridded data is improved after the application of the acquisition noise reduction processing. The new processing delivered grids that improved the quantitative interpretation. The survey targets in this case are oil and gas and structures contained in the sedimentary package. 
CONCLUSIONS
Improvements to data quality and resolution have been made at both ends of the spatial spectrum. A strap-down gravimeter, sGrav, provides coincident collection of survey quality airborne gravity data to augment the long wavelength response. The value of the sGrav gravimeter is maximised by a modified processing method which ensures that both the Falcon derived gravity and the measured differential curvature gradients utilize this longer wavelength data. Acquisition noise reduction reduces the noise amplitude density at short wavelengths (at and below the line spacing) and provides higher resolution data when the line spacing of a survey is less than the standard filter wavelength.
